Winter Nature
Collage Project
Our natural environment is beautiful during the
winter months. All of the rocks, leaves, pinecones,
twigs and other items on the ground provide a
variety of colors and textures. For this month’s
challenge, create a nature collage using as many
different items as you can ﬁnd in your
neighborhood.
To create your collage, go on a nature walk in the
woods near your house, around your neighborhood
or in a nearby park. Collect a variety of items you
ﬁnd out in nature. Bring some paper and crayons
with you so that you can draw pictures of some of
the items you see which can’t be collected, such as
a large tree or an animal off in the distance. Bring a
camera and take some pictures of the areas you
explore.
When you get home, organize the photos,
drawings and items you collected into a large
collage. Write down a few observations next to
each of the items you include. What do these items
feel like? How do they smell? How big are the
objects in your drawings and photos? What were
the animals doing while you observed them?
After you’ve completed your collage, share it with
your friends and family. Ask them what they like
best about being outside in nature during winter.
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Show us your creativity! This month
we are working on a nature collage
that highlights the beautiful items
you ﬁnd outside during the winter.

Did You Know?
We typically think of snow as being
bright white, but it can come in many
colors. Tiny particles of dust or algae
can combine with the moisture in the air
to make snow appear yellow, orange,
green or purple.

Disclaimer: Supervision and safety of children participating
in these activities is not the responsibility of Zoology
Foundation. All children should be accompanied by a
responsible adult.

We’d love to see you completing this activity. If you would like, please send us a picture of your collage
so that we can share it on social media. Please email pictures to info@zoologyfoundation.org.
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